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Meet your new 
personal assistants

Smart Robot

 Voice 
Control Hub
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Meet your new 
personal assistantZmodo Smart Robot

Wake Word 
Activation

The Voice Control Hub waits 
for a keyword to wake up and 
enable voice recognition.

The Smart Robot has two fisheye cameras and can 
°rotate 360 , giving it full coverage of all surroundings.

Ask your Smart Robot questions like “What’s the weather like 
today?” or “Can you order a pizza for me?” and it will reply with 
updates and help place your orders.

Pairing Devices
The Smart Robot pairs with other Zmodo smart 
devices and can alert you when they’re triggered, so 
that you don’t have to check your phone for notifications.

Obstacle Avoidance and Auto Charging
The Smart Robot can detect and avoid obstacles while moving, 
and when its battery is low, it will automatically dock at its 
charging station to recharge. 

Voice Activation
Far-field accurate speech recognition allows you to 
activate your Voice Control Hub with the wake word 
no matter where you are in the room.

Voice Commands
Control your smart home devices with pre-
programmed commands for an easy and instant 
response.

Play Music
Play music from your Voice Control Hub using its 
built-in speakers or compatible smart speakers on 
your network.

Zmodo Hub
The Voice Control Hub connects and controls 
Zmodo accessories and devices for ultimate 
convenience. 

Use the Zmodo app to 
control your Robot even 
when you're not at home.

Command your smart 
home devices with your voiceVoice Control Hub

Recognizes your speech 
and commands for 
intelligent interaction.

Connect other Zmodo 
accessories and ensure that you 
always have strong WiFi signal.

It will automatically dock 
itself in its charging station 
when the battery is low.

Control from 
Anywhere

Xunfei Audio 
Recognition

Zmodo Hub and 
WiFi Extender

Take snapshots and 
record video with the 
Robot's 360° cameras.

360° Spherical Camera 
with Night Vision

Automatic 
Recharging

Easy Setup 
and Integration

Setup is simple with the Zmodo app. 
Integration with the Zmodo devices on 
your account are pre-programmed, so 
you can control your home as soon as 
it’s connected.

Programmed 
Buttons

On/off, volume control, and 
mute buttons give you more 
ways to control your hub.

Zmodo Hub

Connects Zmodo accessories 
and sensors, allowing you to 
receive alerts in the app.

Voice Control and 
Response

Advanced voice recognition allows 
you to implement commands and 
control your Zmodo devices with 
the Voice Control Hub.

Your Personal Robotic Assistant360°x 360° Full Coverage
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